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ABSTRACT 

The application of building codes regarding building construction and associated wood 
products is cliscnssed with emphasis on fire protection. Buildings regulated by both occu- 
pancy ancl constr~~ction materials appear as either fire or nonfire rated. The Uniform 
Building Cocle provides for 3 classifications of wood constuction: Types 111, IV, and V. 
The major fire problem in the United States is loss of life in dwelling fires with smoke 
detectors being utilized as a primary weapon in fire safety. A n~ethodology is under de- 
velopnlent that would establish techniques for predicting fire performance of structures. 
Numerous changes to the UBC have been proposed affecting use of wood construction. 

Keywords: Unifornl Building Cocle, building codes, model codes, fire ratings, occupancy, 
wood construction, life loss. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper explores trends in the regula- 
tion of building construction and related 
wood products with emphasis on fire pro- 
tection regarding wood products. To give 
an adequate background, a brief overview 
of the building code picture in the United 
States, basic information on model code in- 
fluence, and the manner in which model 
codes function are provided. 

An authoritative study of building code 
use in the United States is found in a paper 
by Milton Applefield (1973). This study 
examined the code status in over 2,000 
municipal jurisdictions. The survey de- 
termined the method by which fire zones or 
fire districts were reached. A fundamental 
question in the survey was the type of code 
used, the code basis, and whether it was a 
local or model code. Of particular interest 
was the fact that all cities in the United 
States with a population of at least 10,000 
were contacted, and there was nearly 100 
percent response. Although this study pro- 
duced interesting data, one significant con- 
clusion was that building code adoption 

and application throughout the United 
States was almost universal. Only a small 
percentage of the country, principally rural 
or unincorporated areas, was without regu- 
lations. Significantly, model codes were 
utilized as the code basis in over 75% of the 
areas surveyed. The extent of model code 
adoption has broadened since the time of 
this survey so it would probably be rea- 
sonable to assume that approximately 85% 
of the population of the United States is 
under one of the four model codes or a code 
derived from one of the model codes. 

Three of the model codes were developed 
and are maintained by government-spon- 
sored organizations. The fourth, the Na- 
tional Building Code, is sponsored by the 
insurance industry. All of the model codes 
are similar in their scope and purpose, but 
there are substantial differences in format, 
composition, and treatment of the problems 
associated with life, fire, health, and struc- 
tural safety. 

To illustrate model code operations, the 
International Conference of Building Of- 
ficials and the Uniform Building Code will 
be utilized as an exam~le.  ICBO is a non- * 
profit California corporation owned and 

' Presented at the Society of Wood Science and controlled by governmental jurisdictions 
Technology Symposium, Trends in Fire Protection, that comprise its interests. These 
Session I-Trends in Regulation of Wood Con- 
struction and Pro~ucts ,  WI, 19 April jurisdictions are rewired to designate a 
1977. representative who will act for them in 
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euercising their voting interest. This is gen- 
erally the individunl who bears the title of 
13uiltling Official. The activities of the 
IC:BO are under the purview of a Board 
of Directors elected at an annual meeting 
as is the case with other corporations. The 
director's terins are staggered to maintain 
continuity within the Board. 

The Hoarcl appoints the kcy staff and all 
stantling committees. Standing Committees 
for ICHO are Code Changes, Education, 
and Research. The Code Changes Com- 
mittee is responsible for the receipt, process- 
ing, :tnd evaluation of changes to the Uni- 
form 13uilding Code and its associated codes. 
'I'lic~) are recluired to develop recommenda- 
tions regarding disposition of proposed 
changes. These recommendatioi~s are then 
voted on at the annual meeting. Changes 
tl111s approved are subsequently reflected 
in a new code edition. 

The Education Committee is resporlsiblc 
For tlevelopment of educational programs, 
curricula, textbooks, course syllabii, and re- 
luted materials. They are also responsible 
for i~npleinentation of an inspector and plan 
rc1viewer certification program. 

Tlre Research Comlllittee charge is the 
evahlation of new building products and 
systems, ruainteiiarlce of a quality control 
program embracing testing and inspection 
agencies engaged in quality control, and 
listing of agencics involved in prefabrica- 
tion. Their work revolves around the Uni- 
for111 Uuilding Code and its related docu- 
ments. 

The Code Changes Committee has sev- 
eral standing subcon~mittees, each respon- 
si1)le~ for the evaluation of changes within 
their areas. These include General Design, 
Seismology, R4echanica1, Fire and Life 
Safety, Aclministrati\7e, and Architectural 
Ilarriers. The Fire ant1 Life Safety Sub- 
com~nittee and the Research Comml~ittee are 
the   no st iiivolvecl with trends occurring in 
fire protection. 

Tlre former is the key sul~committee for 
eval~~ation of changes relating to the fire and 
life safety aspects of building construction. 
A n  ilnportant aspect of Research Committee 
i~ivolvenrcnt is verification of compliant 

products and systems to the fire protection 
standards of the Code. The committee is 
also heavily involved in evaluating new 
products for which no specific standards 
apply. An exaliiple of Research Committee 
i~~volven~ent  woulcl be evaluation of fire 
protection assembly, which has been 
tested in accordance with standards set 
forth in the Code. The Research Com- 
inittec serves the very important function 
of 5erving as a clearinghouse for verifying 
that the tests were conducted properly, 
which eliminates the need for the manu- 
facturer of a product or system to obtain 
the approval of each agency in which the 
product might be utilized. Both the manu- 
facturer and the enforcine iurisdiction can " ,  
rely on the evaluation accomplished by the 
Research Committee. 

CUHHENT CODE FRAhIEWORK 

Buildings are regulated on the basis of 
thc occupancy housed therein and the coii- 
struction inaterials of the building. The 
occupancy and construction niatcrials dic- 
tate the allowable area and building height. 
These two parameters, height and area, re- 
flect the anlount of combustible material 
that may be contained within the building 
volume. Included as additional regulatory 
factors are location of the building on the 
property, its accessibility from more than 
one side, and exiting. The Uniform Building 
Code has three distinct building classi- 
fication types where wood framing is pre- 
dominant. The most cornnlon type of con- 
struction is Type V, in which the materials 
of collstructioii of walls, floors, ceilings, and 
roofs may be wood. Actually, they can be 
any material. However, the code provides 
that the building be classified as its least 
fire-resistance category, so if there is a 
mixture of wood and masonry materials, for 
example, the building classificatiorl would 
be Type V. \Vood is also the primary ma- 
terial in Type IV buildings of heavy-timber 
construction. This building is characterized 
by heavy-timber framing for the floor, 
roofs, and perhaps interior walls with ex- 
terior walls conlposed of noncombustible 
nlaterials. It is a traditional type of con- 
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struction that is frequently called "ordi- 
narv." A similar type of construction, or at 
least without heavy-timber interior fram- 
ing. is the Type I11 building, which typ- 
ically consists of masonry exterior walls and 
interior walls, roofs, and ceilings of coin- 
bustible materials. 

With the exception of Type IV lieavy- 
timber buildings that have unique char- 
acteristics, Type V and Type I11 buildings 
are classified as either nonfire-rated or one- 
hour fire-rated. The one-hour rating im- 
plies one-hour fire-resistive construction for 
walls and floor-ceiling and roof-ceiling com- 
binations. The basic allowable floor area in 
the Uniform Building Code for Type V 
buildings sets the basis for floor areas per- 
mitted in all types of construction. They 
are derived froin early studies on fire load- 
ing and the fire experience record of build- 
ings over the years. If the building has a 
one-hour firc-resistive envelope throughout, 
it enjoys a greater area. For example, the 
areas permitted for Type V, nonfire-rated 
construction are increased 75% if the build- 
ing is rated one-hour throughout in its coin- 
poncnt parts. In  Type I11 construction, a 
509 greater area is pernlitted than the area 
for nonrated Type I11 construction when 
the interior components are protected with 
one-hour construction. Type IV heavy- 
timber construction is assigned the same 
basic floor area as a Type I11 one-hour 
building. Thus, equivalence is established 
1)etween heavy-timber and one-hour con- 
strl~ction. This equivalence is not based 
upon exact performance under the ASTM 
E-119 standard fire endurance test but 
rather performance 011 the experience rec- 
ord. 
1'0 summarize, buildings housing various 

occupancies and constructed principally 
with wood fr:lming appear in codes, such as 
the Uniform Building Codc, in two basic 
configurations: nonfire-rated and fire- 
ratrd, as well as the classical heavy-timber 
framing. This breakdown is further differ- 
entiated for exterior walls of wood framing 
or masonry. In the latter case, a greater 
floor area and an advantage in height ac- 
crues. 

TRENDS IN STRUCTURAL FIRE PROTECTION 

When colnpoiient parts of buildings are 
required to be of fire-resistive construc- 
tion, the details of construction to achieve 
this fire rating can be found in various fire 
rating tables contained in the Uniform 
Building Code. Table No. 43-A contains 
ratings for the main structural framing of 
buildings, but wood framing does not ap- 
pear in this table. Accordingly, main struc- 
tural elements of wood obtain their fire 
protection from envelope or membrane pro- 
tection consisting of a roof-ceiling or a 
floor-ceiling combination. IIeavy-timber 
constructions have been subjected to thc 
standard ASThl E-119 fire-endurance test; 
however, no specific ratings are assigned in 
the Code nor have they been pursued. 
Table Nos. 43-B and 43-C in the Code deal, 
respectively, with ratings assigned to both 
bearing and noilbearing walls and ratings 
assigned to floor-ceiling and roof-ceiling 
combinations. The standard fire-endurance 
test requires that load-bearing assemblies 
be tested under loads that will reflect the 
in-service conditions. Since most structural 
elements will bc fully loaded ill some de- 
signs, it is the practice to load members of 
fire test specimens so as to fully stress 
structural elements. This is the case in roof 
and floor-ceiling construction systenis. For 
walls, therc are provisio~is for both load- 
bearing and nonload-bearing ratings. 

The test standard actually permits appli- 
cation of loads that are reflective of field 
construction. Thus, one could essentially 
fire test a custoin design in which members, 
for example, are loaded at half stress or 
whatever the design parameter would be for 
the construction. This procedure has not 
been opti~nized primarily because the sup- 
pliers of mesnbrane protection are the prin- 
ciples involved in testing for fire ratings 
rather than the end users. 

TRENDS IN CUSTOMIZED TESTING 

There are many sections of the building 
code in which wood construction is re- 
quired to exhibit some fire-endurance dis- 
tinct from the areas discussed thus far. For 
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example, separations between different oc- 
cupancies within the same building are re- 
quired to be of fire-resistive construction 
since these occupancies may not be com- 
patible in terms of the fire hazards they 
contain or the hazards they present to the 
occupants. There is a growing trend in 
the Uniform Building Code to afford par- 
ticular protection to the individual tenants 
of multiple-residential buildings. The thesis 
is that a family in a nlultiple dwelling unit 
should have some degree of protection from 
the acts of families in adjacent units cor- 
responding to the protection that is in- 
herent in separate single family dwellings. 
Currently, the Uniform Building Code re- 
quires one-hour fire-resistive construction 
for multiple-residential buildings with more 
that three thousand square feet of floor 
area above the first story. An alternate 
exempts each dwelling unit separated from 
its neighbor by a one-hour fire-resistive en- 
velope. This alternate will probably evolve 
as a standard in future years on the basis 
that fire safety of the family in multiple- 
residential building should not be less than 
those in single family dwelling units. Ad- 
mittedly, the question is con~plex since 
there are a variety of ways to deal with the 
fire problem other than through structural 
fire protection. Nevertheless, structural fire 
protection has unique qualities. 

One of the perplexing problems facing 
I~uilding officials is associated with con- 
dominium construction in residential neigh- 
ljorhoods. By definition, a condominium is 
a form of ownership where individuals es- 
sentially own air space within the unit and 
through a legal instrument collectively with 
others own the structure and remainder of 
the property. Condominiunls assume many 
torms ranging from duplexes, or two-family 
condominiums, to garden-type and high- 
rise buildings. A similar type of construc- 
tion in terms of occupancy hazard would 
be ail apartment building where individual 
units are rented. A variation would be row 
housing, or so-called townhouses, consist- 
ing of one- or two-family units divided by 
area separation or fire walls. From the 
1)nilding code standpoint, the hazard posed 
by n condoininiurn is not different from 

comparable dwelling or apartment house 
construction. Some code clarification of 
this is needed and will undoubtedlv be de- 
veloped in the near future. The cbnfusion 
lies primarily with the row-house or town- 
house where property lines are developed 
between adjacent units, and yet there is a 
desire to share common walls. History has 
shown that common wall construction does 
not permit easy maintenance in the event of 
fire or structural damage unless legal in- 
struments are drawn up to provide for the 
continued maintenance of these common 
elements. Thus. the trend is toward seu- 
arately constructed property line walls for 
each abutting property. 

Table No. 43-C of the Uniform Building " 
Code provides for fire ratings for wood 
joist systems but does not specify a joist 
size, although minimum joist sizes are 
necessary in order to show successful per- 
formance in the standard fire-endurance 
test. The table also does not urovide a 

A 

sound basis for determining fire-resistive 
ratings for typical carpenter-framed trussed 
construction. Truss tests do not fit the 
furnace design. Many of the fire-rated as- 
semblies that are given in the code were 
based upon tests conducted at the National 
Bureau of Standards many years ago. At 
that time, it was customary to stress joists 
so the maximum stress in flexure was a 
thousand pounds per square inch. Today, 
tests are conducted to develop flexural 
stresses at considerably higher levels. Stress 
tests involving wood members are naturally 
difficult because of the wide variations that 
can occur within grades, so it may be pos- 
sible that some of the older tests would not 
be repeated today. 

There is a growing inequity in that many 
newer wood component systems have been 
challenged from a fire-endurance stand- 
point because of the obvious lack of net 
section in key structural elements. Pre- 
fabricated trusses with pins drilled through 
many of the bottom chords are a good 
example. Fire tests conducted on these 
elements show a demand for much greater 
membrane protection than for a standard 
joist system. Thus, the lack of a minimum 
joist depth is not defensible. During the 
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tire-endurance test, the wood-frame mem- 
ber beconlcs ignited at  some point in time 
into the test, and fire-endurance of assem- 
I~lies is dictated by coillposite endurance 
derived from the protective membrane as 
wc.11 as the endurance intrinsic to the fram- 
ing deteriorating under fire. Since the test 
is an ultimate load test, as in the case of 
floor-ceiling assemblies, the construction 
can be at the point of incipient failure at  
the timc the rating-point is reached. There- 
fore, the arnount of material within the 
tra~ning member is extremely important in 
achieving perforinance. This dichotomy 
probably will be corrected in the code over 
the next few vears to eliminate what cur- 
iently amount4 to a double standard. 

7'1iere is a noticeable lack of inform a t' 1011 

ilvailable on the fire endurance of exterior 
wall\ ot wood frame construction. For one- 
hour construction, the Unifornl Building 
Cocle contains two wall assemblies for ex- 
terior use, one with an exterior treatment 
of celllent plaster and the other with an 
eutc,rior treatment of dropsiding or plywood 
over gypsum sheathing. The interior is 
tini5hed with materials that have achieved 
ratings for interior construction. I t  would 
be 110th useful and realistic to examine some 
other construction systems that \vould pro- 
vide the necessary rating. I t  can be ex- 
pected that this will be done in the near 
futrlre since the increased use of insulation 
in walls and ceilings will undoubtedly pre- 
sent assem\>lies that have an improved fire- 
eutlurance capability. The ICRO office 
receives frequent requests for determina- 
tion of fire-resistive ratings for exterior 
walls of other than dropsiding or plywood. 
Fil)erboard, particleboard, hardboard, and 
brick ver~eer are cases in point. It  would 
I)e proper for those having the interest to 
colne forward with appropriate data. 

Studies such as those stated in the report 
of the Prc,sident's Commission on Fire have 
fairly well pillpointed that the rnajor fire 
problem in the United States concerning 
loss of life is dwelling fires. Dwellings have 
traditionallv had no inherent fire endurance 
or t'irc resistance, but have wide-ranging 
distributions of comt)ustible materials and 
v:istly different levels of honsekeeping. The 

challenge to reduce or mitigate these life 
losses is a real one and yet must be ad- 
dressed while facing spiraling costs in hous- 
ing construction. The decision of the ICBO 
was to utilize the smoke detector as a pri- 
mary weapon. From a cost-benefit point 
of view, it is obviously a suitable course 
of action promising the greatest rewards 
for the least cost. Detector requirements 
first were approved in the 1973 Edition of 
the Uniform Building Code, and most codes 
throughout the United States have followed 
this lead. Little effect will be shown in the 
fire record until similar steps are taken 
with respect to existing housing. Attempts 
to interest people to install fire detectors 
on a voluntary basis are moderately success- 
ful, but not to the extent that they will show 
a significant trend in residential fire losses 
without some additional incentive. There 
is a proposed code change to require de- 
tectors in existing dwelling units if work 
valued at more than $1,000 is conternplated 
or if adding or creating bedrooms. 

TRENDS IN FINISHES 

All occupancies in the Uniform Building 
Code with the exception of private garages 
are required to observe certain limitations 
with respect to the surfacc flammability of 
interior finishes. These are derived from 
the ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test, and flame- 
spread numerical ratings are assigned to 
various use areas of buildings. In residential 
buildings, for example, Class I11 or a nu- 
merical rating of 76-200 is applied through- 
out the structure. In contrast, institutional 
buildings must observe Class I flame-spread 
ratings (0-25) for finishes in vertical exit 
ways and Class I1 elsewhere. Wood protec- 
tion when seiving as an interior finish, such 
as wood paneling or exposed wood framing, 
generally exhibits Class 111 ratings. An 
exception would be very thin materials 
applied without backing. 

When regulations governing flarnmabil- 
ity of interior finish were added to the Uni- 
form Building Code in the early 1950's, the 
smoke and toxicity characteristics were also 
addressed. Both smoke and toxicity were 
l~ased on comparing finished wood to the 
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burning of untreated wood. Later, the 
smoke limit of 450 per the tunnel test was 
developed. These regulations have proven 
to 1~ increasingly burdensoine to the regu- 
lating agency, particularly in the absence 
of controls on the building contents. Tox- 
icity will be dropped in the 1979 Code. 
Smoke per the E-84 tunnel lacks response 
to ditferent conditions of burning. 

TRENDS I N  FIRE ZONING 

The Uniform Building Code establishecl 
three firc districts: Fire Zones 1, 2, and 3. 
Fire Zones 1 and 2 are the nlost restrictive; 
Fire Zone 1 excludes buildings with wood 
fr:lme walls. Fire Zone 3, the least restrictive 
zone. permits a 33!43% floor area increasc 
for all occupancies. Currently there is a 
proposal to elimii~ate Fire Zones as criteria 
in the Unifornl Building Code. The ratio- 
nale For this lies in the fact that the Uniform 
13uilding Code regulates structures assum- 
ing a maxin~unl hazard based on occupancy 
within the building and assunlillg the build- 
ing faces a maximum exposure condition 
on the adjacent property. If Fire Zones are 
deleted froin the Uniform Building Code, 
provisions must I)e added to deal with ex- 
terior wall protection requireiitents l~ased 
up011 the proximity of the structure to a 
property line or to adjacent buildings. 
13uiltlings on the same property are assumed 
to llavc a property line between them unless 
their collective size is no greater than the 
area for a single building. 

Since the l~uilding code currently permits 
an area increase for Fire Zone No. 3, the 
cluestion inight logically arise as to what 
\vill happen to this variant, not only for 
wootl construction types, but for all builcl- 
itlgs. The Fire Zone 3 basis area should 
l~eco~ne  the common denominator since 
there are no data that wonld show that build- 
ings ill Fire Zone 3 have not recorded the 
same fire record as those in other fire zones. 
Fire zones were originally developed as an 
approach to fire problems in densely occu- 
pied areas of the city. However, alignment 
of fire defenses, rather than building con- 
struction details, has proven to 11e the better 

concept. For example, the concentration of 
fire department apparatus, fire flow, faster 
response, and grcater fire department staff- 
ing are more logical ways to deal with fire 
problems presented in congested areas. The 
fact that fire defenses have grown in this 
matter shows thc way communities address 
the problem. As a matter of fact, one can 
now take the view that the safest area for 
the construction of a nonfire-resistive build- 
ing would be a congested area where fire 
defenses are the greatest. In any event, fire 
zones are becoming obsolete. 

NEW ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

A mcthodology is being developed to 
establish techniques for predicting fire per- 
formance of various structures. I11 the case 
of prestressed concrete and conventionally 
reinforced concrete, accun~ulated data are 
being reduced analytically so as to permit 
the designing engineer or architect an op- 
portunity to calculate fire endurance for 
specific designs rather than incur the ex- 
pense of testing. Techniques thus far de- 
veloped provide for better utilization of 
materials and also address situations where 
the standard fire elldurance test does not 
apply because of limitations of the test 
furnace or cotnpo~lent interaction. Similar 
techniques are being developed for steel 
structures, and attention is also being di- 
rected to the need to recognize different 
exposure conditions, such as building ex- 
terior exposures with a fire source in the 
l~uilcling interior. Mathematical modeling 
is also being developed to match fire loads 
and building configurations based upon 
occupancy characteristics and exposure 
hazards. It  is apparent that economics 
alone will validate the need for these 
analytical approaches. 

Fire-resistive construction has been sug- 
gested as a panacea for residential fire loss, 
but benefit to life safety would be marginal 
since fire-resistive envelopes frequently 
tend to conceal the presence of fire. Struc- 
tural fire protection, however, would serve 
to lower property losses to some degree. 
The cost-l~enefit relationship, however, does 
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not seem valid in view ot today's spiraling 
cost ot construction. Perhaps property pro- 
tect~on co11lc1 be achieved Inlore simply by 
insurance and ill~provecl fire department 
response. 

FIRE FLOW 

There are n number of proposed changes 
to the Uniform Building Code that might 
have a significant effect 011 use of wood 
construction. For example, ICRO is cur- 
rently processing a proposal that would 
limit the size of buildings based upon avail- 
a l ~ l r  water supply for fire or fire flow. Pro- 
ponents of the change have based their 
approach upoil the fire flow schedule de- 
veloped by the Insurance Service Organi- 
zation. This fire flow schedule was not 
developed for the purpose of regulating 
building area. Ilowever, proponents of the 
change contend that lack of available water 
is an obvious problem. There is no question 
that water supply is fundamental to fire 
extinguishment. The assumption that a 
bnilding is totally involved is not valid, nor 
is it valid to assume that water flow alone 
is the only parameter. Response time, for 
cxample, is a valid element. Most urban 
communities have developed minimum fire 
flow requirements. Many rural areas, how- 
ever, have limited water supplies. The pro- 
posal ol~viously must be viewed within the 
entire context of all rnodcs of fire protection 
as well as fire prevention. As it stands, the 
proposal is mnrealistic. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Protecting buildings from the conse- 
quences of fire depends heavily upon an 
adequate enforcement program. For new 
buildinr construction. this involves careful " 
evaluation of plans prior to construction to 
be sure that the completed structure will 
conform to laws designed to protect fire and 
life safety. Building inspection is based 
upon the plans being followed. Hence, if 
the plans are improperly drawn or re- 
viewed, incompetent inspection can very 
well ensure that a dangerous structure may 
be built. 

Once a structure is completed, it is 
necessary that jurisdictions have an orga- 
nized building maintenance program that 
will ensure the proper use and maintenance 
of fire protection features of structures. The 
failure of con~munities to do this can be a 
major contributor toward life loss. 

There are many attempts to increase the 
level of fire safety through additional regu- 
lations, and there is developing resistance 
in view of excessive costs and infringement 

u 

on freedom. Additional rerulations must 
u 

11e cost-effective and reasonably drawn. 
Those which unduly infringe upon personal 
freedoms may very well be rejected by 
people who prefer less safety and more 
freedom. 
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